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Some Great Breakthrough Ideas 

in Mathematics
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The First Crisis in Math –

Discovery of Irrational Numbers

The Pythagorean Theorem -

One of the very first great theorems in Math 

• The first result linking numbers, algebra and geometry.

The First Crisis in Math

The main philosophical Pythagorean's doctrine:   

"Everything is a number", 

that is, all things in the world can be expressed through 

natural numbers and their ratios.

Rational numbers between 0 and 1.

(The interval is filled up with these rational numbers.) ● The square root of 2 is not rational
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Who discovered the 

irrationality of root 2?

�� �� ���� ���� �� ��� �� �!�� 
�� ��� "�#�$��  % ��� ���# &��'.

The discovery of the irrational numbers 

shocked the Pythagoreans and caused the 

first crisis in the foundations of mathematics 

because the latter refuted the main 

philosophical doctrine of the Pythagoreans. 

In general, if ! is -./ the square of a natural number,

then ! is 4556/4.-67.

The Invention of 

Logarithm

Multiplication (resp., division) 

is much harder than addition

(resp., subtraction).

8.9:;/6/4.-67 <.9:7=>4/? �@ 
ABCD�E�DCF �G�BADC��H

Exponentiation is much harder 

than multiplication .

In the 17th century, the 

advancement of astronomy, 

engineering, navigation, science etc. 

required to compute multiplication 

and division of multi-digit numbers. 

Could the computation be 

simplified?
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I. J�B��B (1468 − 1522)

John Napier

TUUV- TXTY , 
Scotland

Z�� [B�AD�B �@ 
D�� \��ABCD�E

TXT]

^ � �  # _`$�� 
� × " ?

�    →      log �

"    →      log "

log � + log "

= log(� × ")� × "   ← g��Bh  iBC��H TUXT- TXjV , England

1616, Briggs visited 

Napier and suggested 

to him to use ‘10’ as a 

base for logarithms.
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The17th Century physicists like Kepler and Newton could 

never have performed the complex calculatons needed 

for their innovations without it. 

(1643–1727)Newton

The French astronomer 

and mathematician 

Pierre Simon Laplace

remarked, almost two 

centuries later, that 

Napier, by halving the 

labours of astronomers, 

had doubled their 

lifetimes.

• Logarithms were basic in numerical work for 

more than 300 years, until the appearance of 

calculating machines in the late 19th century 

and computers in the 20th century.

The natural log continues to be one of the most 

useful functions in maths, with applications to 

mathematical models throughout the physical 

and biological sciences.

Cartesian 

Coordinate System 

1D - Real line

Provides a 1 – 1 correspondence between 

real numbers and points on the line.

我思故我在

French philosopher, mathematician, physicist and writer

René Descartes (1596 – 1650) 
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Descartes’ dream:

Introduce a tool to merge algebra and geometry

He then had invented the coordinate plane, called 

the Cartesian plane, in his honor.

k.l /. 7.<6/= 4/m :.m4/4.-?

Discourse on 

Method (1637)

This is a ground- breaking 
book, & is considered as a 

landmark in the history of 

math.

Provides a 1 – 1 correspondence between the set of ordered pairs of 

real numbers and the set of points on the plane.

q� _���' rst�"��

r!�s'��# q� _���'

u4-=65 8;v4<w;6x56/4<

r``s�#��� !� �  65<y6=.7.z?, 

{4-6-<=, -6/;567 z5.l/y &

x=<6?, ��$�'  % |}~ & �}~,

<.-m/5;</4.-  % 96/y 9.x=7m, ��#
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The graphs of sin� �!� cos�

periodic

�.;54=5 H�BC�H

Joseph Fourier (1768 –1830) 

To represent a :=54.x4< function as

Solve the �C��AB HhHD�E:

(3, 2)

^ � _�!' m.7;/4.-m?
�� + "' = #
`� + �' = �

�&��' 74-=65 m?m/=9 ��� ������ V, T

 � 4-{4-4/=7? 96-? � s$�� !�.

3D Cartesian coordinate system

6> + v? + <� = x
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The ����A� ��HCDC��C�� �hHD�E (���)

�CE:  To find out the  
location (�, ', �).

(�, ', �)
q�� ��#��&��

�

The position (�, ', �) is �������.

(�, ', �)
q�� ��#��&��

(��,'�, ��)

(��,'�, ��)

(��,'�, ��)

(��,'�, ��)

��

��

��

��

The ����A� ��HCDC��C�� �hHD�E (���)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1 − 2 , 1 − 3 , 1 − 4 :

�� + "' + #� = `

�� + �' + %� = �
t� + �' +  � = �

�, ', �  �� ���! % $!�.

The above gives a very simplified 
description of ���.

A branch of mathematics 

concerned with the 

determination, properties, 

and application of derivatives 

and differentials.

}4{{=5=-/467 867<;76m

Find the m7.:= of the tangent

to the curve ' = % �  at a point.

%′ �
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£-/=z567 867<;7;m

A branch of mathematics 

concerned with the 

determination, properties, 

and application of integrals

% �

� "

}4{{=5=-/467 
867<;76m

£-/=z567 
867<;7;m

�;-x69=-/67 ¤y=.5=9 
.{ 867<;7;m

�;-x69=-/67 ¤y=.5=9 .{ 867<;7;m

�¥ > = {(>)

¦4=96-- m;9

(1643–1727)(1646–1716)

Leibniz Newton

●

}.;v7= �!��t��s ¤54:7= �!��t��s

u4-= �!��t��s
�;5{6<= �!��t��s

8.9:;/6/4.-m �@ D�� C�D��BA�H
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C is a curve

in space

The 2nd Crisis in Math –

The foundations of calculus

● TY/y − T§/y <=-/;5?

867<;7;m was developed & expanded，

& had found significant applications in 
=-z4-==54-z & m<4=-<=. 

However, v6m4< <.-<=:/m such as 7494/m,

<.-/4-;4/?, m=54=m etc were not BC��B��H�h

«�@C��«.

(TX§U − TYUj)

Irish philosopher

In 1734, he published The 

Analyst, a critique of the 

foundations of calculus。

He acknowledged that the 

results of calculus were true. 

The thrust of his criticism was 

that calculus was not more 

logically rigorous than religion. 

What does it mean by saying that the 
following C�@C�CD� H�BC�H is F���B���D?
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····

is <.-¯=5z=-/

⇔ is <.-¯=5z=-/

(TY§± − T§UY) (TY§T − T§]§) (T§TU − T§±Y)

(T§TY)

Father of modern analysis


